Of current interest is how variations in early language experience shape patterns of functional connectivity in the human brain. In the present study, we compared simultaneous (two languages from birth) and sequential (second language learned after age 5 years) bilinguals using a seed-based resting-state MRI approach. We focused on the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) as our ROI, as recent studies have demonstrated both neurofunctional and neurostructural changes related to age of second language acquisition in bilinguals in this cortical area. Stronger functional connectivity was observed for simultaneous bilinguals between the left and right IFG, as well as between the inferior frontal gyrus and brain areas involved in language control, including the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, inferior parietal lobule, and cerebellum. Functional connectivity between the left IFG and the right IFG and right inferior parietal lobule was also significantly correlated with age of acquisition for sequential bilinguals; the earlier the second language was acquired, the stronger was the functional connectivity. In addition, greater functional connectivity between homologous regions of the inferior frontal gyrus was associated with reduced neural activation in the left IFG during speech production. The increased connectivity at rest and reduced neural activation during task performance suggests enhanced neural efficiency in this important brain area involved in both speech production and domain-general cognitive processing. Together, our findings highlight how the brain's intrinsic functional patterns are influenced by the developmental timeline in which second language acquisition occurs.
Introduction
Brain development is influenced substantially by early life experience (Kolb et al., 1998; Neville and Bavalier, 2002) . Although behavioral studies have described an optimal period for language acquisition (Penfield and Roberts, 1959; Lenneberg, 1967; Flege et al., 1999; Moyer et al., 2007) , the lasting effects of early language exposure on brain organization remain to be determined. Bilingualism is a useful model to examine the neural changes that occur during development because second language (L2) proficiency can be attained from infancy to adulthood. Neuroimaging studies have suggested that second language expertise engages a network of cortical and subcortical brain regions, and the maturation of these areas is shaped by the timing of language learning (Klein et al., 1994 (Klein et al., , 1995 (Klein et al., , 2006 (Klein et al., , 2014 Berken et al., 2015a, b) . Studies of brain trauma, indeed, have shown that children who sustain focal brain injury in the perinatal period can overcome their deficits, whereas adults often cannot, suggesting that brain reorganization is greatest when language learning occurs early in development (Bates, 1999) .
Early experience with a second language appears to play a particularly significant role in the development of the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) (Wartenburger et al., 2003; Klein et al., 2014; Berken et al., 2015a) . In a recent study, Klein et al. (2014) measured cortical thickness in early and late bilinguals and showed that later L2 acquisition was associated with thicker cortex in the left IFG and thinner cortex in the right IFG. Within the bilingual group, a significant positive correlation between age of L2 acquisition (AoA) and cortical thickness in the left IFG and a negative correlation in the right IFG was observed, consistent with patterns of functional lateralization in bilingual adults (Hull and Vaid, 2006, 2007) . Nevertheless, language processing requires coordinated interactions among distributed brain regions, and it is likely that an early language experience would also shape the connectivity profile of the IFG. In other words, acquiring a second language very early versus later in life might result in differences in neural circuitry involving the IFG because dual language input from birth occurs while neural networks are developing. In contrast, late L2 learning takes place after these networks are already established, thereby relying on the modification of existing circuitry. In support of this view, research on lexical development suggests that how the brain is programmed for a second language depends in large part on the neural scaffolding established during L1 acquisition (Hernandez et al., 2005; Hernandez and Li, 2007; Hernandez, 2013) . In this way, the effects of age of acquisition on brain development may reflect the degree to which the first language has been established when the L2 is learned, rather than the actual chronological time point during which the onset of L2 learning occurs.
In the present study, we compare simultaneous (two languages acquired from birth) and sequential bilinguals (L2 learned after age 5 years) using a seed-based resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI) approach, with the IFG selected as our ROI. rs-fMRI is a particularly effective tool to examine the cumulative effects of language experience on the functional organization of the human brain because the technique is not constrained by a given experimental paradigm. Rather, rs-fMRI derives functional connectivity between anatomically separated brain areas by identifying spontaneous, correlated low-frequency BOLD signal fluctuations in the brain that occur in the absence of task-driven behavior (Biswal et al., 1995 (Biswal et al., , 1997 Fox and Raichle, 2007; Lewis et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2013) . By exploring IFG connectivity in bilinguals who differ only in AoA, we can uncover neuroplastic changes that might explain the efficient speech processing ability of early bilinguals, and shed light on the effects of early experience on the organizational patterns of the brain's language network.
Materials and Methods
Participants. Sixteen French-English simultaneous bilinguals (two languages acquired from birth; 6 males and 10 females) and 18 sequential bilinguals (L2 learned after the age of 5 years; 10 males and 8 females) participated in this study. Simultaneous bilinguals considered themselves equally dominant in both English and French, having learned one language from each parent. Sequential bilinguals were either English (L1)-French (L2) or French (L1)-English (L2).
Before scanning, participants were assessed to be healthy, without hearing or reading impairment, neurological disorder, or history of brain trauma. Individuals who self-reported a high degree of musical skill were excluded, given the link between musical training and language ability (Schön et al., 2004) and the plastic effects of musical experience on brain organization (Gaser and Schlaug, 2003) . Multilinguals were also excluded. Equivalent nonverbal intelligence was determined between groups using the Block Design Subtest of the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (Table 1) (Wechsler, 1981) . Bilinguals were recruited from the McGill University community and gave informed consent. Testing procedures were approved by the Research Ethics Board of the Montreal Neurological Institute, Montreal, Quebec, Canada.
Language proficiency assessment. All bilingual subjects were determined to be highly proficient and were exposed to and use French and English on a daily basis (Table 2) . A qualitative Language Experience and Proficiency Questionnaire (LEAP-Q) (Marian et al., 2007) was first administered. Simultaneous and sequential bilinguals reported a high level of proficiency in their two languages (Table 2) .
To quantify language proficiency, recordings of all bilingual subjects producing speech were obtained in French and English. Participants were asked to provide a spontaneous speech sample for 2 min in each language describing either a typical day at the beach or at the zoo. Instructions were delivered in the language required for the response. Subjects were instructed to create the most relevant story that came to mind. Spectrograms were generated for each sample using Praat software (Boersma, 2001) , and speech was then evaluated using the Compleat Lexical Tutor (Cobb, 2009) , an automated pipeline, for (a) lexicosemantics, number of unique and total words; (b) complexity of syntax; and (c) speech fluency, words per minute (Berken et al., 2015a) . Scoring by this algorithm was then checked for accuracy by manual inspection.
To establish an accent score for each subject in their two languages, three English and three French native speakers, unfamiliar with the objectives of the study, evaluated the recorded speech on a 7 point scale for the degree to which subjects sounded native-like (1 ϭ very poor/trés faible; 7 ϭ native-like/langue maternelle). Results were assessed for interrater reliability in French and English (␣ ϭ 0.92 and 0.80, respectively) and averaged across raters within each language, which provided accent scores for each subject in both languages.
Resting-state fMRI. Participants were instructed to relax and fixate on a cross that was presented visually on a screen in the scanner. For the resting-state fMRI analysis, data were acquired using a T 2 *-weighted EPI sequence with the following parameters: TR ϭ 2210 ms; TE ϭ 30 ms; matrix size ϭ 64 ϫ 64; FOV ϭ 224 mm; flip angle ϭ 90°; slice thickness ϭ 3.5 mm; and axial slices ϭ 42. A total of 136 volumes were obtained in 5 min 9 s. For all subjects, high-resolution T 1 -weighted images obtained from a 3D Magnetization Prepared Rapid Gradient Echo (MP-RAGE) sequence were used as anatomical references (TR ϭ 23 ms; TE ϭ 2.98 ms; slice thickness ϭ 1 mm; image matrix ϭ 256 ϫ 256; flip angle ϭ 30°; FOV ϭ 256 mm; interleaved excitation).
Resting-state fMRI analyses were performed using a seed-driven approach with the CONN software package ( areas have emerged from recent functional (Klein et al., 1995 (Klein et al., , 2006 Berken et al., 2015a) and structural (Klein et al., 2014; Berken et al., 2015b) neuroimaging studies as loci particularly involved in bilingual language processing. Cognizant of the recent interest in subregion specialization of the inferior prefrontal cortex, however, we also selected seeds from the left and right IFG pars opercularis (IFGpo), BA 44, and the left and right IFG pars orbitalis, BA 47. The data were first preprocessed using standard spatial preprocessing steps, including slice-time correction, realignment, coregistration to structural, normalization, and smoothing with a 5 mm Gaussian kernel. Spurious correlations in resting-state networks caused by head motion were corrected by identifying problematic time points during the scan using Artifact Detection Tools (ART, www.nitrc.org/projects/artifact_detect/). Images were determined to be outliers if the head displacement in the x, y, or z directions was Ͼ0.5 mm from the previous frame, or if the rotational displacement was Ͼ0.02 radians from the previous frame, or if the global mean intensity in the image was Ͼ3 SDs from the mean image intensity for the entire resting scan. Outlier images were not deleted from the time series but rather modeled in the first-level GLM. Therefore, the temporal structure of the data was not disrupted. Each outlier was represented by a single regressor in the GLM, with a 1 for the outlier time point and 0 elsewhere.
Physiological and other spurious sources of noise were estimated and regressed out using the anatomical CompCor method (aCompCor) (Behzadi et al., 2007) , which reduces motion-related artifacts in resting-state data (Muschelli et al., 2014) . Global signal regression, a widely used preprocessing method that may introduce biases in results (Murphy et al., 2009; Saad et al., 2012; McAvoy et al., 2015) , was not used. On the basis of previous results (Chai et al., 2012) , five principal components of the signals from WM and CSF noise ROIs were removed with regression. A temporal bandpass filter of 0.009 -0.08 Hz was applied to the time series. Residual head motion parameters (three rotation and three translation parameters, plus another six parameters representing their firstorder temporal derivatives) were regressed out. The simultaneous and sequential bilingual groups did not significantly differ in average rotation ( p ϭ 0.85), average translation ( p ϭ 0.45), or the absolute number of outliers ( p ϭ 0.92).
First-level correlation maps were produced by extracting the residual BOLD time course from the left and right IFG seeds (i.e., BA 44, 45, and 47) and computing Pearson's correlation coefficients between that time course and the time course of all other voxels. Correlation coefficients were converted to normally distributed z scores using the Fisher transformation to allow for second-level GLM analyses. Two sample t tests were performed to directly compare the connectivity maps between simultaneous and sequential bilinguals, where chronological age was included in the model as a variable of noninterest. In addition, regression analyses of age of acquisition were performed within the sequential bilingual group, with chronological age incorporated into the design as a covariate of noninterest.
fMRI analysis of speech production. All simultaneous bilinguals and a subset of the sequential bilinguals (i.e., 13 of the 18 subjects scanned for the resting-state study) were previously investigated using a task-based paradigm in which participants read simple, meaningful sentences aloud in English and French in the scanner (Berken et al., 2015a ) that were composed of high-frequency items and matched for number of syllables and grammatical tense. Strings of XXX were visually presented on the screen as a control baseline.
Task-based fMRI data acquisition. Participants were scanned at the Montreal Neurological Institute on a 3T Siemens Magnetom Trio A Tim System. High-resolution T 1 -weighted images were obtained as anatomical references using a 3D MP-RAGE sequence (TR ϭ 23 ms; TE ϭ 2.98 ms; slice thickness ϭ 1 mm; image matrix ϭ 256 ϫ 256; flip angle ϭ 30°; FOV ϭ 256 mm; interleaved excitation). Each sentence was presented for 7750 ms followed by the 2210 ms whole-brain acquisition. Functional images for the sentence reading tasks were acquired with T 2 *-weighted gradient echo EPI sequence (3.5 ϫ 3.5 ϫ 3.5 mm 3 voxel size; flip angle ϭ 90°; echo time ϭ 30 ms; repetition time ϭ 9960 ms; silent interval ϭ 7790 ms; interleaved excitation) with 42 oblique slices (30°off the anteriorposterior commissural plane).
Statistical analyses of task-based fMRI data.
A standard fMRI analysis method using fMRIstat was used to process the data (for details on fMRI analysis, see Berken et al., 2015a ) that included a principal component analysis and motion correction and a whole-brain regression analysis in all bilinguals (simultaneous and sequential) with age of acquisition. A significant positive relationship between AoA and BOLD signal in the left IFG (BA 45) during English sentence reading was found for all bilinguals. English was a native language for the simultaneous bilinguals and a nonnative language for the sequential bilinguals, given that all of the simultaneous bilinguals acquired both English and French from birth and the subset of sequential bilinguals from our previous fMRI study of speech production included here all acquired French as their first language and English as their second language.
Correlation between task-based and resting-state fMRI. In the present study, we explore the relationship between task-based and resting-state fMRI by computing a Pearson correlation coefficient between the degree of IFGpt functional connectivity and the extent of BOLD activation in the left IFGpt during English sentence reading.
Results

Quantitative language assessment
Simultaneous and sequential bilinguals were highly proficient in both languages, although sequential bilinguals produced speech with a more native-like accent in their L1 than L2 (t (34) ϭ 4.56; p ϭ 0.0001). Simultaneous bilinguals' speech in French and English was also significantly more native-sounding than the sequential bilinguals' speech in L2 (t (32) ϭ 3.67; p ϭ 0.009; t (32) ϭ 2.47; p ϭ 0.019, respectively). No other significant within-or betweengroup behavioral difference was found (Table 3) . It should be noted that there were no proficiency differences among sequential bilinguals related to whether French or English was the L1, and results from the language proficiency assessment are therefore presented in terms of the L1 and L2.
Left and right IFGpt seed regions: group comparison
Within the language network, the IFG plays a significant role in speech production and language processing, as well as in nonlinguistic domain-general cognitive processes, such as executive control. Here, simultaneous bilinguals demonstrated stronger functional connectivity between the left inferior frontal seed and its homolog, the right IFGpt, as well as with the right IFGpo, right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, and bilateral inferior parietal lobule than sequential bilinguals ( Fig. 1a; Table 4 ).
Simultaneous bilinguals also demonstrated stronger restingstate functional connectivity between the right IFG seed and its homolog, the left IFGpt, as well as with the left IFGpo, and bilateral posterior cerebellum, than sequential bilinguals ( Fig. 1b; Table 4 ). 
Left IFGpt seed region: regression analysis with age of acquisition in sequential bilinguals
For sequential bilingual subjects, a significant negative correlation with age of acquisition between the left inferior frontal seed and its homolog, the right IFGpt (x ϭ 60; y ϭ 32; z ϭ 16; r ϭ Ϫ0.640; p ϭ 0.000149; k ϭ 2263), as well as with the right inferior parietal lobule (x ϭ 68; y ϭ Ϫ46; z ϭ 38; r ϭ Ϫ0.723; p ϭ 0.0180; k ϭ 1120) was demonstrated (Fig. 2) . That is, the earlier the age at which a second language is acquired, the greater is the resting-state connectivity between the left inferior frontal seed and the right inferior frontal and right inferior parietal regions.
IFGpo and pars orbitalis seed regions: group comparison and regression analyses
No group differences in resting-state connectivity nor correlations with age of acquisition were observed for either the left or right IFGpo seed regions. Similarly, no group differences in resting-state connectivity nor correlations with age of acquisition were observed for either the left or right IFG pars orbitalis seed regions.
Relationship between functional connectivity strength and neural activation during speech production A significant negative correlation was found between restingstate functional connectivity of the left and right IFGpt and BOLD activation in the left IFGpt during English sentence reading for all bilinguals (Pearson's r ϭ Ϫ0.438; p ϭ 0.018; Fig. 3 ). That is, the greater was the interhemispheric connectivity between the left and right IFGpt, the lower the neural activation in the left IFGpt was required for speech in English. English was a native language for the simultaneous bilinguals and a non-native language for the sequential bilinguals. Although a significant correlation between resting-state and task-based functional activation was demonstrated for the entire group of bilingual subjects, only a trend was observed in this regard within the sequential bilingual group (Pearson's r ϭ Ϫ0.356; p ϭ 0.12).
Discussion
The aim of the present study was to investigate whether an early versus late second language experience would be associated with different patterns of functional connectivity. We focused on the IFG as our ROI, as recent studies have demonstrated both neurofunctional and neurostructural changes related to age of acquisition in bilinguals in this cortical area (Wartenburger et al., 2003; Klein et al., 2014; Berken et al., 2015a) . For example, Klein et al. (2014) found thinner cortex in the left IFG and thicker cortex in the right IFG for early bilinguals, indicating that patterns of brain organization differ depending on whether a second language is acquired before or after the closing of a sensitive period for language development. Further, early bilinguals have shown greater bihemispheric involvement than late L2 learners, who rely more significantly on the dominant left hemisphere to manage their two languages (Hull and Vaid, 2006, 2007) .
Here, simultaneous bilinguals evidenced greater functional connectivity between the left and right IFG than did sequential bilinguals, with the degree of connectivity correlating significantly and negatively with AoA in sequential bilinguals. This pattern is supported by ontogenic studies showing early maturation of interhemispheric connections subserving anterior brain regions (Giedd et al., 1996) , and suggests that dual language input from birth might have trophic effects on these connections during development. Although changes in connectivity between left and right anterior language regions still occur when a second language is learned in adulthood (Schlegel et al., 2012) , such alterations might be optimized by simultaneous bilingual acquisition.
Previous studies have implicated the right IFG as central to response inhibition and attentional control (Dove et al., 2000; Hampshire and Owen, 2006; Hampshire et al., 2010) , acting as a brake to slow, pause, or completely suppress a behavioral response (Aron et al., 2004 (Aron et al., , 2014 . The right IFG plays a domaingeneral role in this regard, a function that, although language nonspecific (Vigneau et al., 2011) , is likely essential for bilinguals to navigate a complex linguistic environment characterized by distinct semantic, syntactic, and phonological cues. Indeed, evidence suggests that damage to the right IFG, especially the pars triangularis region, disrupts appropriate response selection (Aron et al., 2003) .
With regard to the left IFG, Coderre et al. (2015) found significant functional overlap in the domains of linguistic executive control, nonlinguistic executive control, and language processing within the left IFG BA 45/47, suggesting interdependence between the executive and language control systems. Greater functional connectivity between the left and right IFG might allow simultaneous bilinguals to more efficiently regulate two competing language systems, perhaps through greater suppression of the nontarget language (Green, 1998) or through more effective interactions between cognitive control areas required for L2 speech production (Hernandez et al., 2015) . This view is further supported by observations that sustained bilingual attention recruits bihemispheric prefrontal regions involved in executive control (Wang et al., 2009) .
In contrast, for sequential bilinguals, a lesser degree of interhemispheric functional connectivity appears to be compensated for by heightened activation of the left hemisphere during speech production. We found previously more robust activation of the left IFG when sequential bilinguals read sentences aloud in their L2 (Berken et al., 2015a) . Here, we found a significant negative correlation between resting-state functional connectivity and BOLD signal change in the left IFGpt induced by performance of this task, suggesting a functional consequence of decreased bilateralization for late L2 learners. Thus, our results not only corroborate previous reports showing that spontaneous brain activity is predictive of neurofunctional outcomes (Mennes et al., 2010; Ventura-Campos et al., 2013) but also indicate the ways in which brain organization is modified by the age at which the bilingual experience begins.
In addition to the more synchronous activity between the left and right IFGpt, simultaneous bilinguals had greater connectivity between the IFGpt and a distributed system of cognitive control areas, including the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and inferior parietal lobule, within the frontoparietal executive control circuit (Cole and Schneider, 2007; Vincent et al., 2008; Spreng et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2014; Behroozmand et al., 2015) , a system of brain regions that manages cognitive function across a wide array of conditions and facilitates rapid changes in behavior that require enhanced attention. García-Pentó n (2013) recently identified increased efficiency of the frontoparietal subnetwork for early Spanish-Basque bilinguals, and there is emerging evidence that this control system persists in older bilingual adults (Grady et al., 2015) . We also noted increased functional connectivity for simultaneous bilinguals between the IFGpt and the posterior cerebellum, a region implicated in linguistic control and conflict monitoring (Filippi et al., 2011) , which plays a role in phonetic timing, auditory signal segregation, motor articulation and perception, and temporal coordination of high-level language functions (Callan et al., 2007; Stoodley et al., 2012) . Thus, simultaneous bilingual acquisition might favor stronger, and perhaps more efficient, language control networks to optimize language processing. Interestingly, these findings were true only for the pars triangularis region (BA 45) and not for the pars opercularis (BA 44) or pars orbitalis (BA 47) regions. The patterns of functional segregation of the IFG may reflect stronger connections between brain areas related to domain-general executive control and language processing (i.e., BA 45), an observation consistent with previous reports investigating prefrontal cortex involvement in complex cognitive processing (Jeon and Friederici, 2005) and response inhibition and attentional control (Aron et al., 2003) .
In conclusion, the results of the present study provide clear evidence that, in the bilingual brain, the degree of functional connectivity within the language control network is shaped by age of L2 acquisition. These observations, coupled with data from a task-related fMRI investigation with these same bilingual subjects (Berken et al., 2015a) , imply that early second language proficiency and efficiency are influenced by both local, interhemispheric, and distributed, anteroposterior brain connections. The observed increase in connectivity between language and cognitive control regions in simultaneous compared with sequential bilinguals may reflect a greater ability among early bilinguals to meet the control demands of speaking two languages, offering a possible explanation for the apparent advantage of early bilinguals in dual language processing. In contrast, individuals who learn a second language later in life use different functional circuitry to attain second language expertise, as evidenced by greater left lateralization of the IFG. Together, our findings provide further support that the brain is shaped differentially depending on the period in development in which second language acquisition occurs. Future studies should help determine whether these differences in functional connectivity are accompanied by anatomical changes in white matter microstructure. . A significant negative correlation was determined between interhemispheric connectivity strength of the IFGpt and neural activation in the left IFG during speech production for simultaneous and sequential bilinguals. Here, the stronger the functional connectivity between the left and right IFG, the lower the functional activation of the left IFG is required to achieve proficient speech.
